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A COMPARISON OF THE MOISTURE GAUGE AND THE NEUTRON LOG
IN AIR-FILLED HOLES AT NTS

Joseph R Hearst and Richard C. Carlson
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

P.O. Box 808, Livermore CA 94551

Two methods are commonly used to measure waler content of geologic materials by neutron diffusion. One is used
mostly in agricultural, mining and civil engineering areas and is called a moisture gauge. The other is used principally in
petroleum and mineral exploration, and is called a neutron log. Both are used at NTS, the moisture gauge principally in
tunnels, the neutron log in vertical drilled holes. There is little communication between the two industrial groups, and the
measurement instruments have evolved with very different operational characteristics, and one important physics difference,

• the source to detector spacing. The moisture gauge has a very short, 0-6 cm, spacing, with little internal shielding, and
count increases with water. In contrast, the neutron log has a long spacing, 30-50 cm, substantial internal shielding, and
exhibits decreasing count with increasing water. Because of its short spacing the moisture gauge gives better bed resolution
than the neutron log. Because its count increases with water, the moisture gauge is more strongly affected by water in the
borehole, especially in dry formations. In these conditions the neutron log is the method of choice. In air-filled holes, if
source size or logging time is not a constraint, the relative sensitivity of the two tools to water is determined by the relative
strengths ofborehole effects as fluid, holesize, or tool-wall gap. If source size is a constraint for safety reasons, the short
spacing provides higher countrates for a given detector efficiency and thus better relative precision in determining the true
count. If source size is limited because of detector or electronics saturatic,_, the short spacing will be better at high water
content, while the long spacing will be better at low water content. In any case the short spacing may have an advantage
because it can make better contact with the hole wall and it can be more easily corrected for gap. We currently use the long
spacing tool in vertical holes at NTS because that is the only tool available from logging contractors. Since we are most
concerned with high water contents, the short spacing tool could prove to be better.

INTRODUCTION content. Moisture gauges use short source-detector
spacings (the left side). Neutron logs use long source-

Neutron diffusion hasbeenusedfor many yearsto detectorspacings(the right side).
measurethe water contentof geologicmaterials. A large
literature describingthe techniquehasevolved.But in fact Many user,,;of eachmethod are almostunawareof
two methods, eachwith its own literature, the other method,and they are certainlyunawareof its
have comeinto use. Many yearsagoworkersin different capabililies. It is unfortunate that with all thepossible
industriesmadeindependentdecisionsto usedifferent designchoices,within each industrythe toolsof thevarious
methods. The instrumentusedin soil science,agriculture, manufacturersare remarkably similar. This givesthe user
and constructionis called a moisturegauge. The moisture only two choicesfor an instrumentbestsuitedto the taskat
gaugeis oftenusedin tunnelsat NTS, and in the Yucca hand. This paper comparesthe two methodsandsuggests
Mountain Project (Buschecketal, 1991.) The instrument waysin which their virtuescouldbe combined. The result
used in the petroleum industry and to some extent in the may surprise users of both methods.
mining industry, is called a neutron log. A modified
version of the neutron log is routinely used in vertical holes Since the two methods use somewhat different
at NTS (Axelrod and Hearst, 1984.) The two methods terminologies, some quantities need to be specified for this
exhibit very different operational characteristics, and, in paper:
addition, one important physics difference: the source to
detector spacing. 1. Water content is expressed in volume percent,

and it is assumed that this is equivalent to the volume
The physics difference between the two methods is percent of fresh water, or the "hydrogen index." (It shou)d

illustrated by Figure 1 (Tittman, 1956), which shows a be kept in mind that all neutron tools measure total
simple calculation of the thermal neutron flux as a function hydrogen content, and hydrogen is presen! in many rocks
of distance from a fast-neutron source. On the left side of and soils in forms other than free water.)
the plot, the flux increases with increasing water content;
on the right side the flux decreases with increasing water



Short Cross Long it isconvenienttoe_pressthesensitivityof a toolas
spacing over spacing

zone S = dc/dw
(c._-c._)12

_" wherec is the count rate. w is thevolume percentwater,

and and arethe maximumand minimumvalues of
Cuu C.,._

thecountratesover the rangeof watercontentsdesiredto
C
.o be measured. (In practice, since differenttools are

calibratedover differentrangesof watercontent,it isconvenientto choose the rangeof watercontentto be the

same forall tools being compared,and determinec.._ andc.,_ fromeach tours responsecurve.) Then, if all count

rates arenormalized by dividingby (c,,,, - c,,_)/2,thesensitivityasdefined will simplybe the slope of the plot of
\ count rate vs watercontent.
\\

\ Since the slope of the countrate vs watercontent
plot for the neutronlog is opposite in sign from thatof the
moisturegauge, all plots for the neutronlog havebeen

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 inverted. Thus the plottedsensitivitiesarecomparable. We

Distance from source (era) shalldiscuss the sensitivities as if they were the same sign.

Figure 1. Thermal neutron density for a point source of Ra-Be THE MOISTURE GAUGE
neutrons in infinite formations with different water content.

Thesecurveswerecalculatedusingagetheory, whichis knownto A good general referencefor themoisturegauge is
apply poorly to hydrogenous media. Thus they must be used as Neutron Moisture Gauges, published by the International
qualitative guides only. (Tittman, 1956) Atomic Energy Agency (1970). (It shouldbe noted that

some authorsreferto the moisturegauge asa "moisture
probe,""moisturemeter,"or occasionally even "neutron

2. We def'methe radius of investigationas the log.") The source-detectorspacingof a moisturegauge is
distance into the formationbeyond which,if all material generallybetween zero (the source is a ringaroundthe

centerof the detector)and 6 cmor so. The detectoris
were removed, there would be no more thana 10% change designed for thermalneutrons. Figure 2 shows thatthe
in the neutroncount rate. spacingstronglyaffects the sensitivityof the measurement,

in agreementwith Tittman's(1956) calculation.
3. A "tool"is the sensor portionof the instrument Calibrationsabove 40% watercontentare not shownin this

system used to makethe watercontentmeasurements.
figure, but it is evident in Figure I thatthe moisture gauge

4. We define the source-detectorspacing asthe mustlose sensitivity and become nonlinearatsome water
distance from the centerof the sourceto the centerof the contentabove 40% (Preiss andGrant,1964).

detector. Note thatdetector lengths differsignificantly The tool Lsusuallydesignedto eitherlie on the
from tool to tool. groundsurfaceor be a close fit in a small-diameter(approx.=,

5 cm) tubing-lined borchole.The source is usuallyvery5. We define the sensitivityas thechange in the
weak(approx.50 mCi AmBe or PuBe), and the tool isneutroncount ratecausedby a given change in water
hand-held while being placed on the surface or lowered into

content, theborehole. In a hole, the tool is lowered to different
depths, arida measurement lasting tens of seconds is made
ateach depth.To compare tools with greatly different count rates,
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, _ _ i _ _ Logging for Physical Properties by HearstandNelson
d (ore) (1984). The neutronlog often has two detectors:a Iong-

40,000 4.5 spacedone, with asource-detectorspacingof 55 to65 era,
anda short-spacedone, with a source-detectorspacingon

6,9 theorderof 40 cm, which is used to correctthe long-spaced
datafor bore.holeeffects. If a two-detectortool is used,the

--_"30,000 detectorsaregenerally designed for thermalneutrons,and

11.3 thecountrateis thereforeperturbedby materialswith ahighcapturecross section. If a single detector is used, it is
generallysurroundedby a thermal-neutronabsorbersuchaso

o_ 20,000 cadmiumso that mostlyepithermal neutronsarecounted,
15.7 andthe perturbationcausedby absorbers is reduced.

0.1 Thetool is generallyrun in uncasedholes
¢_ 10,000 significantlylargerthan the tool diameter. It hasa housingdesigned to resist formationfluid pressuresas highas 150

MPa. It is commonly pulled up thehole at a speedof about
20 m/rain, for distances on the orderof km, and

0 consequentlythesource is fairlylarge, often severalcuries.
0 10 20 30

Water content (vol %) Becausethetool issmallerthanthe hole,itsdataare
significantlyperturbedby borehole diameter,rugosity,and

Figure2. Effectof source-detectordistancedon thecalibration fluid. The correctionproceduredevelopedby industryfor
curvefora sub-surfaceneutronmoistureprobewitha short(1.25 the two-detector tool, which uses the ratio of countsin the
cmlong,2.5 cmdiameter6Liglass)detectorsituatedatdifferent two detectors, is designed forholes filled with hydrogenous
distancesfromthesource. (Olgaard andHaahr,1967). liquid, and it is not satisfactory for use in dry holes (Alger

et al., 1972). It is possible to correctthe datafromthe long-
spaceddetectorfor these perturbations(AxelrodandHearst,

Because of the close fit, the boreholefluidandthe 1984). Consequently,we shall only discuss a single-
gap between the borehole walland the tool areusually detectortool in theremainderof this paper.
irrelevant. However, experiments inbore.holessignificantly
larger than the tool diameter have shown that placing the Sherman andLocke (1975) performedan elegant
tool centeredor decentralizedin an air-filledhole 12 to 15 experimentthat showed that the radius of investigationof
cm in diameterdoes notaffect its sensitivity(Tyler, 1988; both single- and two-detectorthermaland epithermal
Klenke and Flint, 1991). On the otherhand, because the neutronlogs for watercontentsof both 22 and35 vol% is
count rate increases with watercontent,filling the hole with about 18 to about 25 cm, dependingon thedesign of the
hydrogenousmaterial,or even liningit with a thinlayer of tool. This radius is somewhat largerthan the radiusforthe
hydrogenousmaterial,greatlyreducessensitivity(Tittman, moisturegauge. Note that the volumeof investigationof
1956, Klenke andFlint, 1991; Goncalveset al., 1992). theneutronlog is markedlylarger thanthatof the moisture

gaugebecause of the muchgrcatersource-detectordistance.

The radiusof investigationof any neutrontool
depends on thewater content. In thecase of the moisture
gauge, different investigatorsreportdifferentradii of RELATIVE SENSITIVITIES
invesligationfor tools with approximatelythe same source-
detector spacing, depending on the designof their A good way to compare the moisture gauge and the
experiments. The most plausible values appear to range neutron log is to compare their normalized sensitivities to
from about 20 cm for 5% water to about 14cm for 32% water. Figure 3a shows sensitivity, as defined earlier, for

water (Silvestri et al, 1991; Nyhan et al., 1983). different moisture gauges under various conditions.
Although the absolute count rates vary greatly with

THE NEUTRON LOG differences in conditions, the sensitivities are essentially the
same.

A good general reference for the neutron log is Well
Logging for Earth Scientists by Ellis (1987) or Well Figure 3b shows a similar plot for a single-detector

epilhermal neutron log in a water-filled and an air-filled
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Figure 3a. Normalizedcount rate for moisturegauges:#1,4.5-cm Figure 3b. NormaGzedcountratefor sidewalledneutron logs: #1,
spacing 3 cm-dia gauge in tight-fittinghole (OlgsardandHulu', Epithermalneutronlog in 20-cm water-filledhole (Tittman et at.,
1967); #2, 5-cm spacing,surfacegauge(IAEA, 1970); #3, 14-cm 1966); #2, epithermalneutronlog in 20-cm air-f'dledhole
spacing 5.25 cm dla gauge in 7.5 cm tube (van Bavel et al, 1954); (Tittman et at, 1966);#3, thermal-neutrongamma-raylog in 15-
#4, zero sgscing, 3.g.cm-dim gauge centeredin 14-cm-diam cm-dinmwa_er-f'dledhole (Tiuman,1956). Normalization
casing (Tyler, 1988); #5, 8-cmspacing3.8-cm-diamgauge extremaat 10%and30%.
sidewailed in 12.8-cm-diam casing (Klenke and Flint, 1991); #6,
5-era-spacing, surfacegauge with0.038 cm Cd shield (Preiss and

Grant, 1964). Normalizationextrema at 10% and 30%. water content, and changes in the count rate due to

perturbations other than water content. In principle, with
any of these tools one can select a source strength and/or

hole, and a thermal neutron log (with a gamma-ray counting time large enough that the relative error in
detector, because data for single detectors of two-detector determining the true count rate is insignificant. In that

tools are not available in the literature) in a water-filled case, the difference in sensitivity is unimportant. Adequate
hole. Note that the thermal log is less sensitive than the precision can be obtained with either tool. Frequently,
epithermal log. Since that tool uses a gamma-ray detector, however, the maximum count rate is limited in two distinct

this difference in sensitivity does not necessarily indicate ways. If the source must be very small, higher counts will

that a neutron log based on a single thermal-neutron be seen with the moisture gauge, and thus its precision will
detector would be less sensitive than an epithermal log. be better. If the count rate is limited by detector or

electronics saturation, then the sensitivity is a useful way to
It is clear that the epithermal neutron log is compare different tools.

significantly more sensitive than the thermal moisture

gauge at water contents below about 20%, and that the For any tool that depends on neutron transport
moisture gauge is significantly more sensitive than the through the formation, when both water content and bulk

neutron log at water contents above about 30%. For density are zero, no neutrons are returned to the detector,
example, the slope for a moisture gauge in an air-filled hole and so the count rate must also be zero. Consequently, at
(van Bavei et at., 1954) is about 0.038. For a neutron log in some combination of low values of density and water
an air-filled hole between 5% and 10% water (Tittman et content the neutron log must have a maximum count rate.
al., 1966), the slope is about 0.11. Between 30% and 40% Below those values its count rate must decrease with

water, it is about 0.016. Evidently the neutron log is at decreasing water content, and it will behave like a moisture

least twice as sensitive as the moisture gauge in the 5 to gauge. For example, we test tools for leakage through the
10% range and half as sensitive in the 30 to 40% range, shielding by suspending them in air. The count rate under

those conditions is very small.
The observable quantity for these tools is the number

of neutrons detected by the detector over a specific time
interval: the count rate. The precision expected in the PERTURBATIONS
measurement of the water content then depends on the

precision of the measurement of the count rate, the relative The literature (IAEA, 1970, for example)
change in count rate that is caused by a given change in recommends that a moisture gauge be calibrated for each
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Figure4a.Normalizedcountrateforan8-era-spacingmoisture Figure4b.Normalizedcountrateforacollimated43-cmspacing
gaugein_2.4-mholeinthebITSneutroncalibrator,withand epithermalneuts_nlogina2.4-mholeintheNTS neutron
without cadmium shield. Normalizationextrema6 to 49%. calibrator.Normalizationextrema 6 to 49%

specific soil in which it is used. Normally three properties segments, and each segment is f'dled with a different
of the formation cause perturbations in the neutron count mixture of silica sand, alumina, aluminum hydrate, and
rate: elements with high nentron-absorption cross sections, water. The mixtures are chosen to provide desired values of
bulk density, and hydrogen that is not associated with free density and effective water content. Aluminum casings 30
water. In addition, the count rate can be affected by and 5 cm in diameter pass vertically through each segment.
changes in the size of the borehole and by gaps between the In this experiment five cells, all having a bulk density of
tool and the wall of the borehole, approximately 1.4 g/cm 3, were used to create a constant-

density calibration curve. Water contents were 5.8%,
The effect of non-pore water is independent of the 14.6%, 19.3%, 33.4%, and 48.9%. Then two other cells,

type of tool, and some corrections can be made by with different bulk densities but the same water content as
measuring the non-pore water content of samples of the two of the first five, were used to investigate the density
formation by heating to high temperatures or using nuclear effect.
magnetic resonance (McKague et at., 1992).

To reduce hole-size effects, the neutron log tools
The effect of high-cross-section elements can be used at NTS are in most cases surrounded by polyethylene

reduced by shielding the thermal-neutron detector with a shields except where the tool contacted the wall of the hole.
shell of a thermal-neutron absorber such as cadmium The shields are roughly elliptical in cross section, with the
(l'reiss and Grant, 1964). This procedure, however, can minor axis normal to the wall of the hole, and each tool is

affect the sensitivity of the tool. inserted into a cylindrical hole tangent to the circumference
of its shield. For the 2.4-m hole, the major axis is about 45

The effect of the other perturbations in small cm and the minor axis about 22 cm.
boreholes is discussed in the literature, but each discussion

refers to a specific tool. It would be useful to compare the Figure 4a shows the sensitivity of a moisture gauge
magnitudes of each effect on the moisture gauge and the in the 2.4 m central hole, with and without a 0.079-cm
neutron log, to help users select a tool for a specific cadmium shield. This shield has twice the thickness of the
application. Therefore we compared the effects of bulk shield used by Preiss and Grant (1964), for which the
density and sonde-wall gap on a moisture gauge and a sensitivity is shown in Fig. 3a, and the same thickness as

neutron log in the Nevada Test Site (NTS) neutron log the shield in our commercial epithermal neutron log. The
calibrator. We also used calibrator data to investigate the sensitivity ofthe unshielded tool agrees with those shown in

effect of the cadmium shield. Figure 3a. The 0.079-cm cadmium shield substantially
reduces the sensitivity of the gauge to the point that it is not

The calibrator consists of two cylindrical aluminum much more sensitive than the neutron log at high water
shells, each 2.4 m inside diameter, 4.8 m outside diameter, content. Evidently, although a 0.038-cm cadmium shield
and 2.3 m high. Each cylinder is divided into six 60°
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Figure5a: Normalizedcountrate foran 8-era-spacingmoisture Figure5b. Normalizedcountratefor a collimated epithermal
gauge in a 2.4 m hole in theNTS calibratorat differentgaps neutronlog in the NTS calibratoratdifferentgaps betwe_ the
between the tool andthe wallof thehole. The legend shows the tool and the wallof thehole. The legend shows the gap in cm.

gap in cm, Normalization extrema6 to 49% Normalization extrema6 to 49%.

does not significantly affect the sensitivity, doubling the content of 20.3% to compare with the cell of bulk density of
thickness does. We have no data on the effect of cadmium 1.34 g/cm 3 and water content of 19.3%. The other had a
thickness on reduction of the effect of high absorption bulk density of 2.44 g/cm3 and water content of 32.9% to
cross-section elements. Figure 4b is a similar plot of a compare with the ceil of bulk density of 1.34 g/cm 3 and
neutron log, with a built-in 0.079 cm cadmium shield, water content of 33.4%. We found that the density effect
again in the 2.4-m-diameter central hole. The sensitivity of was a function of water content and was approximately the
this tool agrees with those seen in Figure 3b. Each tool was same for the moisture gauge and the neutron log. The
forced against the wall of the hole. derivative is about 5 vol% per g/cm 3 at 20 vol% water and

15 vol% per g/cm 3 at 33 vol% water. It is, of course,
The simplest way to compare the effects of other feasible to correct the water content for the effect of density

perturbations among tools is to calculate the water content using data from a density log (Ax¢lrod and Hearst, 1984).
that would be obtained using a standard calibration curve, In fact, some moisture gauges include density logs, and
such as those in Figure 4, with and without the automatic, in-field, corrections could easily be developed.
perturbation, and then compare the derivative of the
calculated water content with respect to the size of the Effect ofborehole size

perturbation. Abccle (1979) observed the effect of hole size from
5.1 to 10.2 cm on a centralized moisture gauge and found it

Effect of density to vary from 0.07 vol% per cm at 5 voi% water to 1.2 vol%
The effect of bulk density on a moisture gauge in a per cm at 27 vol% water. Titlman el at. (1966) obtained

small-diameter hole is discussed by Couchat (no date), cited similar results for a decentralized neutron log over a larger
in IAEA (1970). No hole size or gauge type is stated, range of hole sizes: 0.08 vol% per cm at 5 vol% water to
Couchat found that a change in bulk density of 0.4 g/cm 3 1.1 vol% per cm at 30 vol% water.

changed the apparent water content by about 4 vol% at
water content values of both 20 vol% and about 35 vol%. Effect of tool-wall gap
This change gives a derivative of 10 vol% water per g/cm 3. In small air-filled holes, data arl'.:;parse for both
The effect of density on an epithermal neutron log in a 30- tools. Abeele (1979) slates that the cou,_t rate of a 5-.cm-dia
cm hole is similar to the effect seen in the 2.4-m hole, moisture gauge does not depend on whether a tool is
discussed below (Axelrod and Hearst, 1984.). centered or eccentered in an air-filled hole up to 10.2 cm in

diameter. Tyler (1988) suggests thal an effect is observed
In our lests in the 2.4-m hole, we used two cells wilh in a 14-cm hole. The effect of gap on an epithermal

densities higher than those used to obtain the curves in neutron log in a 30-cm hole is similar to that in the 2.4-m
Figure 4. One had a bulk densily of 1.88 g/cm 3 and waler hole discussed below (Axclrod and Hearst, 1984).



Figure 5 shows the effects of gap on the moisture have already been built with variable spacings; such tools
gauge and the neutron log in the 2.4-m hole in the bITS might also be commercially feasible.) Then we could
calibrator. For the moisture gauge the effect is negligible at choose the spacing on the basis of bed-thickness resolution
I0 vol% water and becomes as high as 0.8 voi% per cm at and sensitivity to water, without being constrained by
40 vol% water. For the neutron log, the effect is somewhat operating characteristics such as source size, logging speed,

larger:.0.2 vol% per cm at 10 vol% water and I vol% per cable length, or the need for a winch with depth-drive
cm at 40 vol% water. For either tool, it is possible to mechanism.

measure the gap and apply a correction if desired (Axelrod
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